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Mediator displacement LAMP 
Isothermal real-time multiplex detection using       
mediator displacement probes and universal reporters  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Service + Competence 

▪ MD LAMP design  

▪ Assay optimization 

▪ Digital LAMP 

▪ Microfluidic platform integration 
 

Applications 

▪ Diagnostics of infectious diseases 

▪ Therapy monitoring 

▪ Environmental monitoring  

▪ Food safety and quality control 
 

Features  

▪ Highly specific towards the target  

▪ High sensitivity  
(<10 copies/reaction) 

▪ Multiplex detection 

▪ Universal mediator-reporter set 

▪ Optimised fluorescence signal in 
each assay 

▪ Quantitative and real-time  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Reaction mechanism of mediator displacement detection of LAMP. (1) Primer 
annealing to the target and subsequent elongation induces the displacement of the me-
diator. (2) Free mediator hybridizes with the universal reporter and generates a fluores-
cence signal due to the extension of the mediator.1 
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We offer a rapid and highly specific 
method for nucleic acid detection 
based on mediator displacement loop-
mediated isothermal amplification 
(MD LAMP). The novel universal medi-
ator-reporter set allows easy adaption 
to different targets and enables the 
detection of various diagnostic panels 
in a multiplex format.  
 
The MD LAMP features a mediator dis-
placement (MD) probe and a universal 
reporter. During amplification of target 
DNA, the mediator is displaced from the 
MD probe. The free mediator hybridizes 
to the reporter generating a fluorescence 
signal.  
The universal mediator and reporter mol-
ecules are independent of the target se-
quence and allow easy adoption to differ-
ent DNA targets. Neither advanced as-
say design nor elaborate optimization 
work is required. Further, MD LAMP is 
capable of detecting multiple targets sim-
ultaneously.1 
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Fig. 2: Biplex (RT-)LAMP of HIV-1 and HTLV-1. Time to positive (tp) is plotted against  
HIV-1 RNA copy number.  
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